Nodegoat Day @ Unibe 2021

Friday, 04 June, 9-17 h via Zoom

Programme

9.00 Introduction by Kaspar Gubler (Universität Bern, Historisches Institut): Nodegoat as a research infrastructure for the humanities: centralised administration, decentralised use.

9:30 Simon Bürcky (Universität Giessen, Historisches Institut): Dynastic Networks of the Counts of Solms during the 15th Century

10:00 Katharina Vukadin (Universität München, Institut für Kunstgeschichte): Relic Networks in the Early Modern Period: the Wittelsbach collection since 1577

10:30 Giulia Iannuzzi (Università di Firenze / Università di Trieste): Plotting European sea routes in the Modern age: modelling, visualising, and linking data in Nodegoat

11:00 Discussion / Questions / Partisan round: Opportunity to spontaneously present one's Nodegoat project or project idea

12:00-13:00 Lunch break

13:00 Daniel Jaquet (Universität Bern, Historisches Institut): Mapping Swiss wars in the Middle Ages (1350-1550)

14:00 **Stefanie Mahrer (Universität Bern, Historisches Institut):** Transnational Science. Switzerland and Forced Academic Migrants 1933 to 1950.

14:30 **Nuno Camarinhas (Faculdade de Direito, Universidade Nova de Lisboa):** Mapping justice administration in Portugal and the Portuguese empire (1600-1926)

15:00 **Kaspar Gubler (Universität Bern, Historisches Institut):** SNF Spark Projekt ‘Dynamic Data Ingestion’ for server-side data harmonisation: Creating a database with 200k students and scholars 1200-1800: Method, concept and practical implementation

15:30 **Pim van Bree / Geert Kessels (The Hague, LAB1100):** Linked Open Data in the humanities: availability, linking and analysis with Nodegoat

16:00 Discussion / Questions / Partisan round: Opportunity to spontaneously present one’s Nodegoat project or project idea

16:30 Apéro virtuel